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Findings and implications

• Digital footprint (df) complements credit bureau (cb) informa6on
• AUF(cb)=68.3; AUC(df)=69.6; AUC(cb+df)=73.6
• Some digital footprint variables can subs6tute for credit bureau 

variables that are more expensive to collect
• digital footprint has predic6ve power for future changes in the 

credit bureau score

=> Lower costs / new players / more compe66on / beMer financial 
inclusion

AUC = when facing two randomly chosen customers (one who 
defaulted, one who did not), what is the probability to iden=fy them 
correctly



A very nice paper

• Great dataset
• Careful and thorough sta1s1cal analysis
• Very interes1ng results
• Major poten1al implica1ons

I have a few ques1ons / comments about:
• Ins1tu1onal details and data
• The long-term discriminatory power of the digital 

footprint



Data

• The e-commerce company screens out borrowers 

(using both credit bureau and digital footprint data) 

with a predicted default rate exceeding 10 percent

• How is this rate computed? Is this variable available? To 

what extent your own predicAons differ? Would you 

have screened out the same customers? 

• 10-15% of defaults are idenAfied as fraud cases

• How is this determined? Is this variable available? You 

could have two models, one for default, one for fraud.



Data (cont.)

• Can you get data for customers paying up-front?
• Are their digital footprints close to those of the best 

borrowers?

• Do consumers leave new digital footprints when they 
return to the e-commerce company? 
• To what extent these footprints changed? Could an updated 

predicted default rate make a borrower screened out?

• It would be great to get more details about the data the 
two credit bureaus use to compute their credit score
• And possibly the data itself, to get a sense of which variables 

are complementary or substitutes



How robust are the implications?

• Digital footprint has no value if mimicking the footprint 
of the “good type” is costless
• I believe that the cost to manipulate one’s footprint 

might be much lower than what you claim
• Spoofing the device type, the opera@ng system, the 

web browser is easy (User Agent)
• Signing up for a paid email account is costly, but Email 

Host is not a significant variable for unscorable
customers (Table 7)
• Intrinsic habits can be faked by delega@ng the purchase 

to a soIware agent
• One can imagine a spoofing service handling all this on 

your behalf



Digital footprint in a digital world 

• True iden))es are more difficult to verify
• It is easier to change one’s iden)ty
• Customer could be strategic: build a good reputa)on, then 

default, disappear, and come back under a brand new 
iden)ty
• Friedman and Resnick “The Social Cost of Cheap 

Pseudonyms” (2001)
• Coopera)on can s)ll emerge
• But newcomers must accept to be poorly treated for a while 

compared to players who have established posi)ve reputa)ons
• Suspicion of newcomers is socially inefficient 

• Digital footprint-based credit scoring is challenging
• There are, obviously, privacy concerns… 



• I enjoyed the paper a lot
• Thank you!


